Association between trauma and acute hemorrhage of cavernous malformations in children: report of 3 cases
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OBJECTIVE  Cavernous hemangiomas are benign congenital vascular abnormalities. Intracerebral cavernous hemangiomas have an appreciable risk of spontaneous hemorrhage. Little is known as to whether head trauma increases the risk of bleeding for these lesions. In this study, the authors present a case series of 3 patients with posttraumatic non-spontaneous hemorrhage of intracerebral cavernous malformations (CMs). For the first time, to the authors’ knowledge, they propose that trauma might constitute a risk factor for acute hemorrhage in intracerebral cavernomas.

METHODS  The authors reviewed the charts of all patients with a new diagnosis of intracerebral cavernoma at their pediatric hospital between 2010 and 2014. Patients with a history of head trauma prior to presentation were subsequently studied to identify features common to these posttraumatic, hemorrhage-prone lesions.

RESULTS  A history of head trauma was identified in 3 of 19 cases. These 3 patients presented with seizures and/or headaches and were found to have acute hemorrhage within a cavernous hemangioma. None of these patients had any history of abnormal neurological symptoms. All 3 abnormal vascular lesions had associated developmental venous anomalies (DVAs). The 3 patients underwent resection of their respective vascular abnormalities, and the diagnosis of cavernous hemangioma was confirmed with postsurgical tissue pathology. All 3 patients had complete resolution of symptoms following complete excision of their lesions.

CONCLUSIONS  Trauma may represent a risk factor for acute hemorrhage in patients with CMs. The presence of associated DVAs may represent a risk factor for posttraumatic hemorrhage of cavernomas. Excision should be considered in such cases, if feasible.
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Cavernous malformations (CMs), also known as cavernous hemangiomas or cavernomas, are benign vascular lesions that can occur in many different organs, including those of the central nervous system. They consist of abnormally thin-walled and enlarged capillaries that lack elastic tissue. In addition, they are known to be devoid of any intervening parenchyma or any feeding vessels.7 On imaging studies, CMs are characterized by the presence of blood products of different ages. In the brain, these abnormal vascular lesions tend to be asymptomatic, and more than 40% of all CMs are found incidentally on MRI.4 Symptomatic patients with CMs may present with seizures, neurological deficits, or headaches.15,22 The diagnosis of a CM is established with the aid of MRI, which is both sensitive and specific.7,22,26

The risk of spontaneous hemorrhage from a CM ranges between 0.4% and 2.0% per year for incidentally discovered, previously unruptured cavernomas and between 4.5% and 22.9% in CMs with previous hemorrhage.3,14,19,24,25,27 Hemorrhage of these lesions is clinically significant in more than 50% of cases, resulting in headaches, neurological deficits, seizures, and, at times, intractable epilep-
sy.15,26 Risk factors that contribute to an increased threat of spontaneous hemorrhage include size and location of the lesion, previous hemorrhage, and association with a developmental venous anomaly (DVA).3,4,8,10,14,23 On the other hand, reports of nonsuppon spontaneous posttraumatic hemorrhage of CM are scarce.5,6

We report a series of 3 patients who presented to our institution with posttraumatic nonsuppon spontaneous CM hemorrhage. We present details of the clinical course for each patient and describe certain features common to all 3 cases. In addition, we provide a review of the literature for all reports of posttraumatic rupture of intracerebral CMs.

Methods

Background

After receiving institutional review board approval, we reviewed the charts of all patients with a new diagnosis of intracerebral cavernoma at our pediatric hospital (Women and Children’s Hospital of Buffalo [WCHOB]) treated between January 1, 2010, and January 1, 2014. Inclusion criteria for our case series were acute hemorrhage of an intracerebral CM following head trauma. Thus, patients with a history of head trauma prior to presentation were studied to identify features common to these posttraumatic, hemorrhage-prone lesions. Patients with a newly diagnosed CM but no inciting traumatic event were excluded from our case series.

Findings

Nineteen patients (average age 6 years) with newly diagnosed CMs were seen at our institution within the last 4 years. In most of these cases, namely 16 of 19, no history of trauma was reported. In these cases, the vascular abnormality was identified during investigation of nontraumatic symptoms, most commonly seizures and headaches. The diagnosis of CM in these 16 patients was confirmed with MRI. Only 3 patients suffered an acute hemorrhage of intracerebral CM immediately after a traumatic injury to the head. All 3 patients were completely asymptomatic before the injury, suggesting that trauma may have been the trigger for the clinically significant hemorrhage.

Case Series

Case 1

Presentation and Examination. This 9-year-old boy presented to the emergency department at WCHOB with headaches after a ladder struck him on the right side of his head. He did not lose consciousness. A CT scan demonstrated a right parietal hyperdensity consistent with acute hemorrhage (Fig. 1A). However, the hemorrhage was unusual because it contained small foci of calcification, and its location was atypical for trauma-induced hemorrhage. Brain MRI (Fig. 1B) and MR angiography confirmed the presence of hemorrhage and calcification, suggestive of a CM. These studies also suggested the presence of a dilated venous structure adjacent to the hemorrhage, consistent with a DVA. The presence of the DVA was confirmed with CT angiography (CTA) (Fig. 1C).

Observation and Imaging Findings. The patient remained in stable condition and was neurologically intact. Options of surgical intervention versus observation were discussed with the parents, who chose the latter. Subsequent imaging of the brain obtained at various intervals up to 6 months revealed stable appearance of the right parietal abnormality. However, MRI performed 10 months after the patient’s initial presentation revealed new and resolving hyperintense signals in the anterior aspect of the lesion on both T1- and T2-weighted sequences, suggestive of subacute hemorrhage (Fig. 1D). Clinically, the patient complained of infrequent low-grade headaches, which also coincided with deterioration of his academic performance.

Operation. Because of the changes observed on the imaging studies and the yearly risk of spontaneous hemorrhage, the family opted for surgical intervention. The patient underwent a right-sided craniotomy for resection of the vascular abnormality. The DVA was left intact during the procedure.

Postoperative Course and Follow-Up. The diagnosis of CM was confirmed after histopathological examination that revealed the presence of thrombosis, calcification, and hemosiderin-laden macrophages (Fig. 1E). The patient remained neurologically intact. Brain MR images obtained immediately postoperatively as well as at 6- and 12-month intervals revealed a largely stable appearance of the resection cavity. However, MRI performed 18 and 24 months after resection revealed progressive blossoming of a focus within the superior aspect of the resection cavity, which appeared hyperintense on both T1- and T2-weighted sequences, suggestive of new hemorrhage. Clinically, this corresponded to an increase in the patient’s headache intensity and frequency, as well as worsening memory and school performance.

Second Operation and Follow-Up. In view of both the radiological findings and the clinical symptoms, the family again opted for surgical intervention, and the patient underwent a second right-sided craniotomy for resection of the recurrent CM. Postoperative MRI demonstrated complete resection of the CM. The patient has done well for the 18 months since the surgery. The intensity and frequency of his headaches have decreased significantly, and his academic performance has returned to its initial baseline. He remains neurologically intact.

Case 2

Presentation and Examination. This 3-year-old healthy girl fell backward while attempting to climb a chair, striking the back of her head against a fireplace. There was no loss of consciousness, but she was noted to be unsteady on her feet. She subsequently proceeded to complain of headache and had 3 episodes of emesis, which prompted evaluation at the WCHOB emergency department. Head CT scans revealed a right parietal lesion with a hyperdense rim suggestive of hemorrhage (Fig. 2A). Brain MRI demonstrated a largely hyperintense lesion with a hypointense rim on both T1- and T2-weighted sequences, as well as areas of varied intensities indicative of blood products of various ages, suggestive of a CM (Fig. 2B). Contrast enhancement demonstrated the presence of a venous anomaly adjacent to the area of
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Observation and Imaging Findings. Options of surgical intervention versus observation were discussed with the family, who opted for the latter. MRI obtained 2 months after the patient’s initial presentation again demonstrated a heterogeneous signal within the lesion, suggestive of hemorrhage of various ages.

Five months after her initial presentation, the patient presented once again to the emergency department at WCHOB after getting struck on the head by a soccer ball. There was no loss of consciousness and no neurological symptoms were present. CT of the head showed a focus of hyperdensity in the area of the CM, suggestive of new hemorrhage.

Operation and Follow-Up. In light of these findings and considering the yearly hemorrhage risk associated with CMs, the family opted for surgical intervention at this time. The patient underwent a right-sided craniotomy for resection of the CM. Histopathological examination confirmed the diagnosis of CM. MRI performed 12 months after the surgery revealed no evidence of residual CM. The patient has remained neurologically intact since her surgery 23 months ago, and all her preoperative symptoms have since resolved. She is currently seizure free off antiepileptic medications.

Case 3

Presentation and Examination. This 17-month-old girl hit the right side of her head against the edge of a table while running. She was initially asymptomatic but developed an acute-onset left-sided gaze deviation and a blank stare 5 hours later. She was nonverbal and unresponsive during this episode. She underwent evaluation in the WCHOB emergency department, where head CT revealed a right occipital focus of acute hemorrhage. Brain MRI revealed the presence of a CM underlying the acute blood and comprising both acute and chronic blood products. An associated small vessel was identifiable at the superior anterior margin of the lesion, likely representing a DVA.

Operation and Follow-Up. In light of the risk of recurrent hemorrhage associated with the CM, the family
opted for surgical intervention. The patient underwent a right-sided craniotomy and successful resection of the CM (Fig. 3D). Postoperative MRI demonstrated no evidence of residual lesion. The tissue pathology report confirmed the diagnosis of CM. The patient has remained asymptomatic and without focal neurological deficit since her surgery 14 months ago.

Discussion

Cavernous malformations are a very common intracranial vascular lesion, second only to arteriovenous malformations. Although they are most commonly congenital, they may also develop de novo. The most common presenting feature, seizures, is thought to be caused by the presence of hemosiderin product from remote hemorrhagic events. Spontaneous CM hemorrhage is a well-established phenomenon, but reports of trauma-induced hemorrhage are exceedingly rare. The majority of these cases have been described in peritoneal viscera, most notably the liver and the small intestines. As noted by Davis et al., little is currently known about whether head injury increases the risk of bleeding for intracerebral CMs. To our knowledge, there are only 2 reports in the neurosurgical literature that describe posttraumatic hemorrhage of a CM. In one case series comprising 7 patients with posttraumatic intracerebral hemorrhage, fragments of a CM located within the hemorrhage bed were confirmed histologically. The radiological appearance of these 7 lesions on MRI was never established. The CMs in that case series were most commonly located in the frontal and temporal lobes. There was male sex predominance, and the patients’ ages ranged from 33 to 44 years. Cartwright et al. reported the only case of a posttraumatic hemorrhage in an intracerebral CM that was confirmed on MRI. In that report, a 21-year-old man who was assaulted and suffered facial trauma was later found to have acute hemorrhage within a frontal lobe CM.

In our case series, trauma may have been the inciting event that triggered acute hemorrhage in the CMs in our patients. However, once the initial hemorrhagic event occurred, further bleeding occurred many months later without inciting head trauma. Therefore, there may be an association between trauma and the triggering of the
bleeding noted immediately after the traumatic episode but not necessarily the bleeding that ensues spontaneously down the road. It is also noteworthy that 2 of our 3 patients had evidence of older blood products on MRI, in addition to the acute blood. This highlights the fact that, although trauma may be one risk factor for acute hemorrhage in CMs, it is by no means the only risk factor, and CMs may still bleed spontaneously without inciting trauma.

The diagnosis of all 3 lesions in this case series was initially established with the help of MRI. The diagnosis was then confirmed postoperatively with histopathological examination. All 3 patients were younger than 10 years of age, reflecting the nature of the patient population at our pediatric trauma center. To our knowledge, this case series is the first to describe an association between trauma and CM hemorrhage in the pediatric population.

Seizures and headaches were the two most common presenting symptoms in our 3 patients. Symptomatology in all 3 patients correlated with the presence of acute hemorrhage on the imaging studies, and each patient had complete symptom resolution after complete lesion excision. This observation is in agreement with previous observations that have suggested resolution in symptomatology in most patients after excision of CMs. This suggests the importance of surgical intervention in appropriately selected patients with hemorrhagic CMs.

We propose that 2 features of CMs may contribute to the association between acute hemorrhage of these lesions and head injury. First, their characteristically thin walls, which consist of only a single layer of flattened endothelial cells, lack any subendothelial support and contain very few intact tight junctions, may result in the easy rupture of these malformations after trauma. Second and most interestingly, all 3 CMs that hemorrhaged in our case series after trauma had associated DVA. This certainly does not correspond to the rates of CM-associated DVA established in the literature. For instance, in a study of 20 patients with DVAs, Ostertun and Solymosi reported that only 33% had an associated CM. On the other hand, in a study by Petersen et al. of 112 CMs, only 8% had an associated DVA. Abdulrauf et al. reported the presence of a DVA in only 16% of 55 pediatric patients with CMs. In another study of 37 patients conducted by Revert Ventura et al., only 30% of the CMs were associated with a DVA. In the same study, the presence of a DVA was associated with a significantly increased risk of spontaneous CM hemorrhage. Other studies have also established the presence of a CM-associated DVA as one of the risk factors for spontaneous nontraumatic hemorrhage of CM. Thus, a CM associated with a DVA may be more prone to post-traumatic hemorrhage compared with a CM not associated with a DVA. In other words, there may be an association between the presence of a DVA and posttraumatic hemorrhage of a CM. However, larger studies are required to confirm this observation.

As our case series suggests an association between head trauma and hemorrhage of CMs, it may be worthwhile to counsel athletes diagnosed with intracerebral CMs about the potential risks associated with contact sports. Indubitably, a much larger study is required to fully understand the relationship between head injury and acute hemorrhage associated with CM.
Conclusions

In our small series, trauma may be a predisposing factor for acute hemorrhage in patients with CM. The presence of an associated DVA may represent a risk factor for posttraumatic hemorrhage of these lesions. Patients with small parenchymal hemorrhagic lesions following head injury should undergo MRI to verify the presence of a CM, particularly if the hemorrhage is atypical for posttraumatic bleeding. Excision may be considered in such cases, provided there is a favorable risk-benefit profile.
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